
 I am putting forward my submission at the last minute due to the fact that I'm sick of the rubbish that 
has been put forward to date. 
  
We only have a small idea on how the disease is spread and what species are able to transmit the 
bacteria 
  
Moving forward, the new system has to SIMPLE, let commercial reality do what it has done for the 
past umpteen years to dictate a market advantage for the people who vaccinate. 
  
A sheep health statement will help, but it must be simple, compulsory? NO ,we should be trying to 
remove the stigma away from this issue. The question should be optional. 
  
I understand that no one will police the movement of stock between biosecurity areas which in my 
view are to costly to set up anyway. 
  
Abattoir surveillance .What a waste of money .Why? not every abattoir will do the test  , it's accuracy 
is suspect (78%)and then still' requires further testing.On top of that it may be up to 5 years before a 
person is aware that they even had ojd,  
  
i.e., if stock were purchased as lambs then sold as 5 1/2 year olds. 
  
Vaccinate if you have a problem and treat it as you would pulpy kidney in your area. After 10 years of 
vaccination in my district some farmers may not continue this practice due to a range  of reason's. 
  
Cost of the vaccine, OH and S dangers, no credit for doing so in the first place and who is going to 
police what they do anyway? 
  
I support R and D  on second generation vaccinates. This may be the only simple way for some 
states to dig themselves out of their hole and allow farmers to trade. 
  
T Tag lambs, again who can police where they end up? 
  
The biggest cost is not the disease, but the inability of allowing farmers not to trade. For most farmers, 
the losses experienced from OJD would rank very low compared to flies, dogs and weather 
conditions. 
  
Infact with flies being number 1 OJD would rank at number 10 for losses. 
  
The stigma associated with the disease has split districts and has had untold personal toll on 
individuals for many years.  
  
Regards  
  
Steve Harrison 
 

 


